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GENERAL COURSE GUIDE FOR 
MEDIA LAW, TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAW, ENTERTAINMENT LAW, AND SPORTS LAW 

 
Media, telecommunications, entertainment and sports law attorneys may spend their time on transactional 
matters, dispute resolution, litigation, or all three. In addition, although some attorneys limit their practices 
to these fields, many have practices that include matters in other areas such as First Amendment law, 
privacy law, intellectual property, or business or commercial law (whether that means litigation or 
transactions).  As a result, a media or entertainment law attorney needs a deep understanding of the 
applicable constitutional law, contract law, agency law, and administrative law, as well as some exposure 
to other fields, such as business associations, employment law, and antitrust. A sports lawyer would also 
need an understanding of labor law. 
 
Recommended Courses: 
5468 Entertainment Law    3 cr.   
5336 Gaming Law     2 cr.   
5434 Introduction to Intellectual Property   3 cr.   
5430 Media Law     2 cr.   
5450 Sports Law     2 cr.   
5403 Labor Law     3 cr.   
 
Related Seminars: 
5812 Media Law Seminar1    2 cr.   
5894 Privacy Law Seminar2    2 cr.    
5879 Law and Society Seminar   2 cr. 
 
Additional Recommended Coursework: 
5300 Business Associations I    3 cr.   
5633  Advanced Copyright Practice3 (Experiential) 3 cr.   
5421 Constitutional Law II    3 cr.   
5400 Employment Law    3 cr.   
5501 Income Taxation I4    3 cr.   
5603 Federal Courts5     3 cr.   
5402 Administrative Law     3 cr.    
 
When available:  
 
5338 Theater Law     2 cr.   
 
Additional Information on Associated Fields  
 
Students interested in fields such as media law and entertainment law may also benefit from additional 
exposure to intellectual property law. Please review other available course guides for more information on 
recommended courses in those areas.  You could opt to add an additional 9 to 17 credits to round out your 
media, telecommunications, entertainment, and sports law curriculum, depending on the courses you 
choose, enriching your preparation for your media, telecommunications, entertainment, and sports law 
career.  
                                                 
1 Prerequisite: Media Law or Entertainment Law. 
2 Offered in alternating years, typically in spring. 
3 Offered in alternating years. 
4 Particularly for transaction-focused students but nonetheless generally recommended.  
5 Particularly for litigation-focused students but nonetheless generally recommended. 


